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Reading Poems 
K P Mohanan  

The questions that shape the academic investigation of a work of art (a poem, a painting, a dance 
etc.) can be subsumed under the following general ones:    

1)  What does it communicate? That is, what totality of meaning, emotion, association and 
aesthetic pleasure does it generate in an expert reader/viewer/listener?  

2)  How does it communicate what it does?   

We may also add (3) to this set, even though many academics hesitate to acknowledge the 
legitimacy of this question, and some explicitly deny its place in aesthetic inquiry:  

3)  How good/great is it?  

Literary interpretation is a form of aesthetic inquiry that most students are familiar with. To get a 
sense of what this methodology involves. Take the first stanza of a poem called The Tyger, 
written by an 18th century English poet William Blake:  

Tyger Tyger. burning bright, 
In the forests of the night: 
What immortal hand or eye, 
Could frame thy fearful symmetry? 

What does this stanza communicate? 

There are two (mutually enriching) angles from which this question can be approached, namely: 

What does the writer seek to express by this stanza? 

What does the stanza communicate to you?   

To answer the first question, you might begin by asking what the stanza is about. At the literal 
level, the stanza seems to be asking something like “Whose immortal hand or eye could frame the 
fearful symmetry of the tiger burning bring in the forests of the night?” But poems are hardly 
meant to be taken literally. Is the stanza literally talking about a mammal that belongs to the 
feline family, or is it talking figuratively about something else? 

The questions  are not as simple as they seem. Take the first question. The stanza seems to consist 
of a description, followed by a question. But most readers would sense that it means more than 
that. So, you might think about the different parts of the stanza, and the way in which these parts 
contribute to the whole. Is the tiger literally burning bright? Why did the author not use 'very 
bright'? What are the 'forests of the night', and why described like that? What is the symmetry of 
the last line, and why described as 'fearful'? Is it odd to think of symmetry as 'fearful' and not – 
say – 'lovely'? And what about the rhyme and the rhythm? What difference – if any – do they 
make?  

To answer the question of what it communicates to you, it would be useful to introspect on your 
response to the stanza. For instance, what does the image of the tiger evoke for you personally? 
What image do you see when you read “burning bright in the forests of night”? What emotions 
and associations do “immortal hand” and “fearful symmetry” trigger in you? Based on these, 
what meaning does the stanza evoke in you?  

(If you are not able to answer all these questions to your satisfaction – or any of them for that 
matter, don’t get discouraged: what matters is the thinking.) 
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If you have any prior experience in literary analysis, you will not rush into the interpretation of 
one of the stanzas in the poem before you have read the whole poem. The meaning of the whole 
depends upon the meaning of the parts, but the meaning of the part (a stanza) also depends upon 
the meaning of the whole (the poem). You can access the poem by doing a google search for 
tyger tyger burning bright. (or clicking here.)  

So – now for your answer. What does the stanza mean?  

Do outline your interpretation of the poem in the box below. As you know, there are many 
students taking this module, so we may not be able to respond to each of you personally. For your 
own learning, it is important for you to think this through and submit an answer even if you don’t 
get feedback from us immediately. 

 

 

SUBMIT 

Even if you have written a whole page, you will probably not have mentioned the larger context 
of the poem: Blake’s other poems, his paintings, his life, and the socio-cultural and intellectual 
aspects of his time. This is where information becomes relevant in aesthetic inquiry. A 
responsible investigation of the poem would also take these factors into consideration, but we 
can’t go into these matters here.   

An important feature that distinguishes the methodology of scientific inquiry from mathematical, 
philosophical and aesthetic inquiries is the centrality of information gathering. What all of them 
have in common is reflection and thinking. (Exercises A, B and C illustrate the methodology of 
information gathering. If you haven’t done any of these, take a peek. Take a peek at exercise E as 
well)  

Instead of information per se, the methodology of aesthetic inquiry crucially appeals to our 
perceptions of a work of art (a painting, poem, dance, etc) and our shared subjective responses to 
it. This doesn’t mean that information is irrelevant in aesthetic inquiry, but that its role is 
secondary.  

From the brief exploration of the stanza from Tyger, you may have guessed that the core 
strategies of the academic exploration of a work of art involves:  

• identifying note-worthy details/parts of the work of art  

• identifying the reader’s/viewer’s/listener’s perceptions of and responses to what the 
details communicate, and  

• integrating these perceptions and responses into and overall perception of and response to 
(and evaluation of) the work of art as a whole   

Let us try a different poem. Here is one called Sorrow, written by D. H. Lawrence, a twentieth 
century English poet.   

Why does the thin grey strand 

Floating up from the forgotten 

Cigarette between my fingers, 

Why does it trouble me? 

Ah, you will understand; 
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When I carried my mother downstairs, 

A few times only, at the beginning  

Of her soft-foot malady,  

I should find, for a reprimand 

To my gaiety, a few long grey hairs 

On the breast of my coat; and one by one 

I watched them float up the chimney. 

As in the previous case, you may ask yourself the following question pair:  

What does the poet seek to express by this poem? 

What does the poem communicate to me?   

You may begin by introspecting on your responses, associations, and emotions from a subjective 
angle, and proceed to look at the details from a more “objective” angle. Why is the poem called 
Sorrow? What is the speaker sorrowful about? Why does the smoke trouble him? Why does the 
speaker expect the listener to know the answer to something he himself doesn’t know?  

In responding to these questions and justifying your responses in terms of the evidence available 
in the text, consider the following questions as the first step:  

1) One doesn’t normally talk about strands of smoke. What is the effect of the word strand in 
line 1?  

2) Considering that hair doesn’t normally float up, how would you interpret float up in a few 
long grey hairs/ On the breast of my coat; and one by one/ I watched them float up the 
chimney. ?  

3) What do you think he is reprimanded for (line 9)?   

Having considered such questions, what is your interpretation of the poem? 

 

 

SUBMIT 

Now try to answer the following questions:  

4) Is his mother dead or alive? What evidence in the poem supports your answer? 

5) What is this poem about, on a literal level?     

 

 

SUBMIT 

 Having formed a rudimentary understanding of what the poem expresses, let us try to ask a 
slightly more difficult question:  

6) How does the poem express what it expresses? (What are the means that the poet uses? 

Reflect on this question for some time, and scribble your thoughts below. 
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SUBMIT 

One way of identifying which features of a work of art are crucial for what it expresses is to do an 
“aesthetic experiment” which involves changing some features while retaining the others. For 
instance, let us remove the line breaks in the poem and see what happens.  

Sorrow mutilated: version 1 

Why does the thin grey strand floating up from the forgotten cigarette between my fingers, 
why does it trouble me? Ah, you will understand; when I carried my mother downstairs, a few 
times only, at the beginning  of her soft-foot malady, I should find, for a reprimand to my 
gaiety, a few long grey hairs on the breast of my coat; and one by one I watched them float 
up the chimney. 

What has the mutilated version lost that the original version has? By asking yourself and other 
readers of poetry, you might gain a partial understanding of the effect of line breaks in some 
kinds of poetry.  

If you would like to increase your sensitivity to the effect of line breaks in poetry, CLICK HERE to 
listen to the way readers of poetry interpret versions with and without line breaks.  

[The link contains audio recordings of readings of the first stanza of The Waste Land and  Denise 
Levertov’s , “The Secret, with comments on purely visual and visual+auditory effects.] 

 

 

SUBMIT 

 Let us make a few more changes:  

Sorrow mutilated: version 2 

The grey strand from a cigarette upsets me because it reminds me of my mother. At the 
beginning of her soft-foot malady, I carried her downstairs a few times. Afterwards, I would 
find her grew hairs on my coat, put them in the fire, and watch them float up the chimney. 

What has this version lost that was expressed in the original and in version 1?  

 

 

SUBMIT 

Finally, let us use a totally different mode of expressing the sorrow of a son who has lost her 
mother:  

Sorrow: prose expression   

"Thank you for your kind words upon Mother's passing on. We miss her dreadfully and I 
haven't brought myself around to clearing up her room. Even though we were prepared for 
this with the long illness, it is still devastating to have lost her forever. I find myself crying at 
the slightest memory. Nevertheless, everyone has been extremely supportive and I do know 
her passing was peaceful." 
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Perhaps you found this passage easier and quicker to understand immediately. But you would 
probably agree that it was far less evocative? Why so? 

There might be a few additional features that all (most?) readers of English poetry would agree 
on. For instance, the effects of:   

the imagery of strand compared to "cry at the slightest memory".  

the repetition of "why does, why does?"  

the juxtaposition of cigarette smoke to grey hair.  

the sounds ( e.g., the sequence of ‘f’ sounds in "floating, forgotten, fingers", the m of malady)  

Having pointed to a set of methodological strategies, we leave it to you to form your own 
conclusions. Experienced aesthetic inquirers often recommend this. After the analysis, return to 
the object and consider it again. 

     

   


